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PERSPECTIVE

Why has it taken so long for biological psychiatry to develop
clinical tests and what to do about it?
S Kapur1, AG Phillips2 and TR Insel3
Patients with mental disorders show many biological abnormalities which distinguish them from normal volunteers; however,
few of these have led to tests with clinical utility. Several reasons contribute to this delay: lack of a biological ‘gold standard’
deﬁnition of psychiatric illnesses; a profusion of statistically signiﬁcant, but minimally differentiating, biological ﬁndings;
‘approximate replications’ of these ﬁndings in a way that neither conﬁrms nor refutes them; and a focus on comparing
prototypical patients to healthy controls which generates differentiations with limited clinical applicability. Overcoming these
hurdles will require a new approach. Rather than seek biomedical tests that can ‘diagnose’ DSM-deﬁned disorders, the ﬁeld
should focus on identifying biologically homogenous subtypes that cut across phenotypic diagnosis---thereby sidestepping the
issue of a gold standard. To ensure clinical relevance and applicability, the ﬁeld needs to focus on clinically meaningful
differences between relevant clinical populations, rather than hypothesis-rejection versus normal controls. Validating these new
biomarker-deﬁned subtypes will require longitudinal studies with standardized measures which can be shared and compared
across studies---thereby overcoming the problem of signiﬁcance chasing and approximate replications. Such biological tests,
and the subtypes they deﬁne, will provide a natural basis for a ‘stratiﬁed psychiatry’ that will improve clinical outcomes across
conventional diagnostic boundaries.
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INTRODUCTION
Biological psychiatry aims to understand mental disorders in terms
of the biological function of the nervous system. By several
measures it has been a tremendous success---thousands of
scientiﬁc papers and hundreds of books devoted to this subject;
legions of dedicated scientists and over 60 dedicated professional
societies worldwide; and a profound impact on the public’s
perception of mental disorders. Despite these successes, it has not
led to clinical tests that can be routinely used in the diagnosis and
treatment of mental disorders. In the early 2000s, a series of white
papers expressed hope that the advances in genetics, imaging
and new technologies might lead to a biologically supported
psychiatric classiﬁcation and diagnostic system.1 But a decade
later, as we stand at the threshold of a new version of the DSM,
there are few biological clinical tests central to diagnosing
psychiatric illnesses (other than those used to exclude physical
illnesses). This article explores why this journey has been difﬁcult
for psychiatry and what can be done about it.

CLINICAL TESTS IN OTHER MEDICAL SPECIALITIES
All branches of medicine, like psychiatry, began by classifying
diseases on the basis of reported symptoms and externally
observed clinical signs. However, in the latter half of the
nineteenth century, the rest of medicine took a different turn:
with the development of the germ-theory and its use for objective
tests to demonstrate cause of disease, clinical tests increasingly
became central to the practice of medicine.2 Thus, patients who in

early classiﬁcations would be noted to have ‘dropsy and dyspnea’
were successively subjected to listening of their murmurs with a
stethoscope, to picturing of their enlarged heart in a chest X-ray,
to recording of their arrhythmias with an electrocardiogram, to
calculation of their ejection fractions with a 2-D Echo and
increasingly to a series of new biomarkers (for example, atrial
natriuretic factor) that lead to a more reﬁned diagnoses and
targeted treatment. As these measures evolved from experimental
ﬁndings to clinical tests, their ability to predict was demonstrated
in real-world settings (clinical validity), and it was demonstrated
that those patients who undergo the test, on average, fare better
than patients who do not (clinical utility).3 Accordingly, there are
over 3000 standardised laboratory diagnostic tests on offer and
hundreds of applications of objective diagnostic devices (for
example, electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram (EKG)
Imaging) in clinical medicine. Few, if any, such tests used in the
routine practice of clinical psychiatry.
Although a number of biological ﬁndings have been proposed
as possible tests in clinical psychiatry---nothing quite caught the
attention of the ﬁeld as the ‘Pink Spot’ in Schizophrenia in
the 1960s,4 followed by the Dexamethasone Suppression Test in
the 1970s and 1980s. The latter showed initial promise to
diagnose endogenous depression with accuracy and predict drug
response and clinical relapse.5,6 Yet, after thousands of patients
were tested an American Psychiatric Association task force
concluded7 that the test had a rather low sensitivity (40--50%
for depression, 60--70% for endogenous forms), modest speciﬁcity
(often o70%) and limited clinical utility. This general story of an
exciting initial biological ﬁnding and claims of a potential test that
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subsequently wanes due to limited accuracy or generalizability in
real-life clinical settings has been repeated many times.8,9 The lack
of clinical tests is striking given that biological psychiatry has been
very productive in generating new scientiﬁc ﬁndings: a corpus of
over 107 000 articles already available on PubMed with over a 100
new articles being added to this every single week. Why then has
it been so difﬁcult to convert biological ﬁndings into clinical tests
for use in psychiatry?

THE MISSING GOLD STANDARD
To create a biological test to assist in the diagnosis of an illness
one needs a stable and biologically valid concept of the illness.
Although the International Classiﬁcation systems for physical
illnesses began in 1900, the ﬁrst efforts to formulate a
comprehensive diagnostic scheme in psychiatry did not occur
until the 1950s when the International Classiﬁcation of Diseases-6
(ICD-6) ﬁrst addressed a chapter dedicated to mental disorders
and the ﬁrst version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
mental disorders, the DSM-I arrived. It was not until the 1970s that
serious efforts were made to operationalise the early vignettes
into standardised diagnostic criteria and although Guze and
Robins10 anticipated the critical role that laboratory tests might
have, they lamented the absence of any such viable tests at that
time. In the 1990s, two decades later, when the expected
laboratory tests had not arrived, Andreasen11 called for ‘new
models and new approaches’ to diagnostic validation based on
genetics and imaging. In the early 2000s, as the stage was being
set for the Research Agenda for DSM-V,1 a similar hope was
expressed again---although the promise is yet to be realised a
decade later.
As the standardised classiﬁcation systems have been constantly
revised (from ICD-6 to ICD-10 and from DSM-I to DSM-IV), they
have remained a descriptive taxonomy based on expressed
feelings and observed behaviour. On the one hand, these
successive editions of DSM and ICD lead to increasing psychometric precision. On the other hand, the ever increasing
fractionation of mental distress into smaller and more numerous
categories, without a priori biological validity, makes it harder to
ﬁnd speciﬁc biomedical tests that diagnose or predict the disorders. The search for speciﬁc clinical tests is further complicated by
extensive comorbidity across these disorders is rather common.
Psychiatric disorders tend to breed across categories almost as
frequently as within12 and their genetic predispositions defy the
conventional diagnostic boundaries. Furthermore, the very concept of ‘categorical’ psychiatric disorders is questioned by some
who suggest that a dimensional spectrum may provide a better
account of the clinical reality.13,14 Even if one acknowledges the
primacy of biological factors in some psychiatric disorders, it does
not inevitably follow that a biological test would be necessarily
most informative or effective in identifying them. Kendler15 argue
that genes and molecules have to work via dozens of ‘mechanistic
levels’ (for example, molecules are embedded in membranes,
which form neurons, which form ensembles, which ﬁre in a certain
order and so on), therefore the likelihood that a biological
alteration will have a powerful one-to-one mapping with a DSMdeﬁned mental disorder may be unlikely.
Thus, psychiatry seems to be in a Catch-22: the current diagnostic system was not designed to facilitate biological differentiation and it does not. The biological studies to date have not
been able to propose a clinically viable alternative system.
This lack of a gold standard, and the consequent circularity, is
not unique to psychiatry. A number of disorders in physical
medicine defy simple biological deﬁnitions. Breast lumps were
categorised based on different symptoms and clinical courses,
until histopathological differentiation and molecular markers
turned them into distinct illnesses. Arthritides were classiﬁed by
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symptoms, signs and illness course until immune markers and
imaging ﬁndings differentiated them into different biologically
valid illnesses. If one does not have a priori gold standards one can
still make progress provided one has biological ﬁndings with large
effect sizes that correlate with outcomes of a psychiatric disorder.
And this has been a challenge for biological psychiatry.
SIGNIFICANCE CHASING WITH UNDERPOWERED STUDIES
The vast majority of biological ﬁndings in psychiatry are of a small
or moderate effect size---even though many of them survive the
‘Po0.05’ test of statistical signiﬁcance. Ioannidis has demonstrated
that most initial reports of statistically signiﬁcant but small-effect
ﬁndings are never substantiated16 and the ones that are often
have even lower effects than initially apparent.17 Given that efforts
to replicate an initial ﬁnding usually involve a different clinical
setting, a different patient selection and slightly different methods--the chance of replication after an original ﬁnding with a Po0.05 is
often o50%.18,19 Although these risks are not unique to biological
psychiatry, it is particularly vulnerable to ‘signiﬁcance chasing’
because the studies in this ﬁeld generally tend to be underpowered, have small sample sizes,20,21 measure multiple dimensions and use subjective outcomes.22
This challenge of identifying reliable ﬁndings on which to base a
clinical test strategy is highlighted by two examples: from a
handful of articles in the 1970s, there are now over 12 000 articles
on ‘schizophrenia genetics’, with much of this expansion coming
in the last decade. The dizzying array of genetic associations
is compiled in the SZGene database with over 1700 studies of
1000 genes and 8000 polymorphisms leading to hundreds of
‘statistically signiﬁcant’ associations. Collins et al.23 systematically
compared some 732 genes implicated in 1374 of these studies,
and found that most of these ‘ﬁndings’ were contained in only
one study and were never followed up systematically, and the vast
majority of these initially positive ﬁndings have failed to replicate
in subsequent large-scale genome wide analyses.23 A similar
pattern emerges in schizophrenia and imaging---Davidson and
Heinrich24 evaluated over two decades of imaging studies in
schizophrenia and identiﬁed 25 distinct measures amenable to a
meta-analysis and found that the majority of these were inconsistent, with more prominent ﬁndings associated with greater
inter-study inconsistency.24,25 This variation is by no means unique
to schizophrenia, or genetics or imaging, or even to psychiatry.
However, chasing small effects with underpowered studies has
meant that even though the ﬁeld has led to a large output of
publications, there are few ﬁndings with effect-sizes large enough
that could be converted into clinical tests.
APPROXIMATE REPLICATIONS
One might expect that failure to replicate the ﬁndings would
induce scientists to lose interest in the given area and to move on
to ﬁndings with more robust effects.26 Unfortunately, an initial
underpowered study is often followed by another study of similar
size but with a few additional measures and variables to give it
some novelty and distinction. These subsequent studies usually
have only modest statistical power to decisively conﬁrm or refute
the original ﬁnding, but do have sufﬁcient multiplicity of new
measures to generate some signiﬁcant ﬁnding---even though not
precisely the one observed in the ﬁrst study---thus providing an
‘approximate replication’.26 As a result, the ‘literature’ in the
ﬁeld grows without decisively replicating/rejecting the precise
original ﬁnding, but instead creates a penumbra of ‘Po0.05’
ﬁndings around the ﬁrst. This problem is well illustrated by the
many studies examining frontal dysfunction in schizophrenia.
Since the ﬁrst reports (1998) that ‘working memory deﬁcits’ are
associated with ‘frontal dysfunction’ in schizophrenia, over 30
studies including 750 individuals have examined this question.27
& 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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These studies have used two different imaging technologies, four
distinct working memory paradigms and three different modalities (visual, verbal, mixed), with some studies providing a
reward, others not, with an average size of a mere 12 subjects. Not
surprisingly then, a dozen of these ﬁndings show that patients are
hyperfrontal as compared with healthy controls, nearly as many
show that patients are hypofrontal, whereas a few studies show
no discernable difference. There may well be interesting scientiﬁc
reasons for these opposing ﬁndings, perhaps a mediating variable
that is yet to be identiﬁed, but, until such variation is explained,
controlled and removed from such ﬁndings, these approximate
replications do not provide a reliable basis for clinical tests.

EXTREME COMPARISONS
Nonetheless, some biological ﬁndings have stood the test of time
and replication, and have reasonably large effect sizes: patients
with schizophrenia have larger ventricles and smaller gray matter,
their electrophysiological evoked responses are reliably diminished and both pre-pulse inhibition and latent inhibition are
impaired.21,25 However, these large differences have been noted
mostly in studies comparing prototypical patients versus pictureperfect healthy controls. Clinically, one is rarely taxed with distinguishing a textbook patient from a perfectly healthy individual.
The real challenge is in distinguishing those who demonstrate the
superﬁcially similar symptoms that may merit rather different
treatments and outcomes: distinguishing between someone
with bipolar depression from unipolar depression, distinguishing
someone with severe obsessions with a ﬁrm conviction in them
from someone with delusions focussed around repetitive behaviors. Experience in the rest of medicine shows that the predictive
value of a biological differentiator decreases as we move from
extreme contrasts to more clinically relevant ones.28,29 Thus it
remains unclear whether some of the currently prominent
ﬁndings would form clinically useful tests, if actually applied to
the challenging clinical circumstances in which these tests would
actually be useful.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT THIS?
Like the rest of medicine, psychiatry often uses biological tests to
exclude other disorders (for example, hypothyroidism in depression, brain tumours in psychosis and so on). But, there are few
tests that are used to conﬁrm a diagnosis or a choice of treatment.
For successful biological tests one needs important basic
biological discoveries. That is a given. But, it is not enough. In
addition to basic advances the ﬁeld needs to be clear about: the
kind of tests it seeks, relationship of these putative tests to current
diagnostic schemes, standardised ways of collecting and sharing
data, and a search for clinically meaningful differences, rather than
just statistically signiﬁcant ones.29

WHAT KIND OF ‘TEST’ SHOULD WE LOOK FOR?
Screening tests are used to identify diseases in populations that
are currently asymptomatic: phenylketonuria in newborns, Pap
smears in healthy women. As screening tests are offered to
otherwise healthy people---they require very high speciﬁcity, must
lead to substantial clinical gains and require stringent evaluation
of ethical and social implications.30,31 Few biological screening
tests have been developed without a plausible and understandable link to the aetiology or pathophysiology of the
disease---thus biological screening for most psychiatric disorders
seems distant. What seems within reach are behavioral screens for
early identiﬁcation and screening for discrete genetic alterations
(for example, polymorphisms, copy number variants) associated
with a higher risk for behavioral disorders---the opportunities and
& 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited

complexities of such genetic tests for screening are debated
elsewhere.32,33
The most commonly used tests in medicine are those that
conﬁrm diagnoses and help choose treatments. The prospects of
‘diagnostic tests’ for DSM entities remain distant for reasons
articulated above, and it seems unlikely that we will replace the
300-disorder taxonomy of the DSM-5 with an alternative
biologically based classiﬁcation system anytime soon. Therefore
the real opportunity for psychiatry is to use the emerging
advances in genetics, molecular biology, imaging and cognitive
science to supplement, rather than replace, the symptom-driven
diagnosis. It is often like this in the rest of medicine.
There is currently no single physiological, immunological,
histological test for diagnosing asthma---the diagnosis is made
based on the pattern of symptoms and clinical ﬁndings. Yet, the
measurement of forced expiratory volume provides an objective
test to determine therapy and monitor the response, and various
immunological tests help identify speciﬁc aetiologies.34 Arthritis
itself remains a clinical diagnosis, but the presence or absence of
rheumatoid factor (neither of which is diagnostic or exclusionary
of the primary diagnosis) leads to different forms of intervention.35
Thus, while conventional screening and diagnostic tests seem
distant---more selective tests that ‘subtype’ currently prevalent
mental disorders or predict potentially beneﬁcial or adverse
response to speciﬁc drug therapies are within reach.
FROM SUBTYPES TO ‘STRATIFIED MEDICINE’---THE PLAUSIBLE
GOAL FOR PSYCHIATRY
Ever since Langreth and Waldhoz coined the term ‘personalised
medicine’, authors in psychiatry have enthusiastically endorsed
this call---although ‘personalized’ means different things to
different authors.36--38 In fact, there are few examples of truly
‘personalised’ medicine, if by it one means unique intervention
customised just for the given individual (quite like a bespoke
tailored jacket, such that no two ﬁts are alike). Some emerging
patient-personalised vaccines39 or the use of an individual’s own
cells to derive grafts40 are exemplars of truly personalised
medicine. It is hard to envisage large-scale application of this
principle to psychiatry or medicine any time soon. A more feasible
opportunity for psychiatry, as for the rest of medicine, is ‘stratiﬁed
medicine’:41 the identiﬁcation of biomarkers or cognitive tests that
stratify a broad-illness phenotype into a ﬁnite number of
treatment-relevant subgroups (keeping with the sartorial analogy
above, a jacket with a series of chest sizes rather than a one-sizeﬁts-all approach used currently).
Progress in oncology illustrates this approach well: overexpression of human epidermal growth factor subtype 2 (HER2) in breast
cancer tissue was ﬁrst identiﬁed as a subtype with a poor
prognosis.42 As the differential biology of this subtype was better
understood, it led to the development of monoclonal antibody
therapies (trastuzumab or Herceptin) which increased long-term
survival for this particular subtype of breast cancer.43 While HER2
was ﬁrst observed in breast cancer, overexpression of HER2 has
now been observed in subtypes of ovarian, endometrial, nonsmall-cell lung and gastric cancer and the HER2 stratiﬁcation is
being used to guide treatment in these cancers as well. Several
variants of this ‘stratiﬁed’ approach are now making their way to
the clinic: the use of K-ras mutations to stratify colorectal
cancer, thereby identifying patients who would not beneﬁt
from cetuximab; the use of UGT1A1 polymorphisms to identify
subgroups of patients who should avoid irinotecan in its
treatment.44
This approach to ‘stratiﬁed medicine’ has several important
lessons for psychiatry: First, it bypasses the nosological debates
about the precise diagnostic boundaries and does not need an
external ‘gold standard’, as the approach justiﬁes itself by its
utility.45 Second, stratiﬁcation does not require a complete
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understanding of aetiology---it was possible to stratify patients
based on HER2, even though the ultimate aetiology of breast
cancer remains unknown. Third, one does not have to wait for
new treatments to arrive---stratiﬁcation to predict prognosis
became possible almost a decade before a viable treatment
became available.42 Finally, these tests become useful in clinical
medicine across diagnoses without requiring wholesale diagnostic
reclassiﬁcation: HER-2 sub-typing is clinically useful in breast,
ovarian, lung and gastric cancer, yet, each of these cancers remain
distinct clinical entities. Thus, in a ‘stratiﬁed psychiatry’, these tests
could coexist alongside the conventional diagnostic systems (such
as DSM5 or ICD11). The patients could be ﬁrst diagnosed along
conventional grounds, but then stratiﬁed by markers that predict
prognosis or suggest differential treatments.
The earliest instances of this in psychiatry are already emerging
from pharmacogenomics: of the 119 FDA-approved pharmacogenomic biomarkers, which appear in drug labels, 30 of them
relate to psychiatric drugs.46 Almost all of the psychiatric
biomarkers are variants of CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 drugmetabolising enzymes, predicting pharmacokinetic interactions.
None of them are indicated for stratifying patients for drug choice
or prognosis. Thus, although the principle of biomarkers has
ofﬁcially entered our drug labels, it is yet to make a major
therapeutic impact, and for that to happen, biological psychiatry
may need to change the way in which studies are done and
reported.
STRATIFIED PSYCHIATRY---IMPLICATIONS FOR HOW DATA ARE
COLLECTED AND SHARED
For the last three decades, the majority of the grants and papers in
biological psychiatry had three characteristics: strict allegiance to a
DSM or ICD diagnoses; focus on differentiation of patients with the
diagnoses from normal controls; and usually a short-term crosssectional evaluation. Stratiﬁed psychiatry will require a change in
this mind-set. The ﬁeld will have to collect data across the current
diagnostic categories, focus on comparing across disorders as
much as comparing versus normal controls and will need to
collect and curate data, so that it can be widely shared and
collated.
The National Institutes of Mental Health, the major funder of
biological psychiatry research in the United States of America,
has already initiated such an approach when it comes to
thinking beyond classical diagnosis. The Research Domain
Criteria47 is an approach that attempts to link behavior and
cognitive symptoms to the underlying neurobiological systems
and genetic predispositions in a way that cuts across the
categories within the current diagnostic systems. Although the
ultimate hope of the Research Domain Criteria is to provide
neurobiologically based diagnostic systems with greater validity
and reliability, in the nearer term, it may provide a natural basis for
‘subtyping’ one or more disorders in conjunction with existing
DSM diagnoses.
Regardless of the diagnostic methodology, most current studies
in biological psychiatry include small cross-sectional samples.
Snellenberg et al.21 evaluated 30 clinical studies using a workingmemory task and fMRI in schizophrenia, and observed a median
sample size of 12;27 Allen et al.21 examined 13 studies of lateral
ventricular volume in patients with schizophrenia---median patient
sample 21; similarly, 15 studies of pre-pulse inhibition in
schizophrenia had a median clinical sample size of 25. In theory,
these several small studies could be combined into conclusive
meta-analyses. In practice, almost every meta-analysis of such
ﬁndings concludes that the myriad of technical differences in
the protocols applied, differences in patients selected and the
diverse outcomes measured, make it impossible to derive
a precise quantitative conclusion.21,25 Although our current
methods are sufﬁcient to highlight the areas of potential
Molecular Psychiatry (2012), 1 -- 6

interest---they do not provide the precision required for clinical
test development.
Fortunately, this situation is changing. After a decade of
underpowered studies linking single-nucleotide polymorphisms
in candidate genes to given psychiatric disorders, the recent
Psychiatric GWAS Consortium brought together 160 investigators,
from 65 institutions in 19 countries, to pool data across ﬁve major
psychiatric disorders, encompassing nearly 50 000 patients for
what is without doubt the single largest effort in biological
psychiatry.48 The Consortium required not only aligning the
incentives of individual scientists, but also the harmonisation of
the already-collected genetic and phenotypic data, and the
deposition of data in controlled-access repositories to ensure
continuing future use by the original participants and beyond.
Similarly, after hundreds of studies using fMRI with different
methods and sequences, the 1000 Connectomes Project, an
international partnership between 35 laboratories in 10 countries,
have shown the tremendous power of standardizing, integrating
and sharing data from over 1400 subjects to establish the human
‘functional connectome’.49 The Connectomes project highlighted
the major variability across centres, but also provided a means
for partialling out these effects. Likewise, after nearly half a
century of use of diverse instruments to measure cognition in
schizophrenia, all of which have documented some form of
cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia, a consensus battery has
been developed with input of scientists, the industry and the
regulators to allow for a standardised assessment of cognition, not
just in the English-speaking world, but in many of the other major
languages.50
STRATIFIED PSYCHIATRY---IMPLICATIONS FOR HOW STUDIES
ARE REPORTED
More standardised studies will not by themselves lead to clinical
tests unless the ﬁeld makes meaningful clinical difference, rather
than minimal hypothesis rejection, its priority. A search for
‘meaningful differences’ would require a shift from P-values to
effect sizes in our scientiﬁc discourse.29,51 Effect sizes convey the
magnitude of a difference, which is easy to comprehend and
relates more directly to clinical relevance;52 an effect size of 0.2 is
only likely to lead to tests which differentiate 10% of the patient
population (for example, 55% of the patients will be positive, so
will 45% of controls); a medium effect size (0.5) is likely to deliver a
24% differentiation (for example, 62% patients will be positive
versus 38% of controls) and only large effect sizes, say 2, provide
differentiations of 70% (85% of patients will be positive versus
only 15% of controls).53,54 The actual differentiation depends not
only on effect sizes but also on the expected number of patients
versus controls in the relevant clinical setting. Thus the ﬁeld
should demand of its authors not just P-values and effect sizes,
but, estimates of positive and negative predictive values assuming
realistic clinical contexts (see Perlis29 for a recent thoughtful
review of options). Such a requirement will keep authors from
making superﬁcial claims about the possibility of a ‘clinical test’
when the possibility is minimal,21 and this would allow the ﬁeld to
focus on the few possibilities that are likely to yield useful clinical
tests instead of the many that surely will not.
STRATIFIED PSYCHIATRY---NOT JUST ABOUT BIOLOGICAL
TESTS
Although we have drawn on examples that have used genes and
molecules as stratiﬁers, the most effective ‘stratiﬁers’ in psychiatry
may well come from standardized cognitive and psychological
measures. Whether such stratiﬁers are considered ‘biological’ or
not is a semantic debate---what will be critical is that they enhance
the ability to understand, predict and prognosticate beyond
conventional DSM diagnoses. Psychiatry is likely to be in a position
& 2012 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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where it might have to rely on a combination of such tests---some
biological, some cognitive, some psychological---to reach effective
stratiﬁcation, and will have to develop sophisticated techniques to
identify the ‘additional predictive value’ of such supplementary
tests. These issues are not unique to psychiatry---although our
starting point may be different. The National Academies of
Sciences has recently issued a report calling for a revision of the
taxonomy of all diseases based on the emerging new molecular
information and going beyond the traditional emphasis on ‘signs
and symptoms’.55 Moreover, in areas like breast cancer---where
there is now a surfeit of predictive stratiﬁers of different types:
tumour size, lymph node involvement, histopathological type,
estrogen and HER-2 expression on the tumor and a 70-marker
MammaPrint arrays---the ﬁeld is grappling with how to optimally
combine these different stratiﬁers in way that provides optimal
clinical utility.56

CONCLUSION
Biological psychiatry and the related neurosciences have changed
mankind’s view of itself and of mental illness, but have yet to
provide biomedical tests for routine clinical practice. The delay is
understandable given the later start than the rest of medicine,
the complexity of the brain, the nascence of neuroscientiﬁc
techniques and the evolving nature of psychiatric nosology. On
the other hand, the opportunity afforded by the progress in
genomics and imaging combined with the computational
abilities is unprecedented and could deliver useful clinical
tests. These tests will identify homogenous populations for
whom one could develop targeted new therapeutics thus
realising a vision of a new stratiﬁed psychiatry that cuts across
the traditional diagnostic boundaries while simultaneously
transforming them.
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